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The field names of Bute afford an aspect of place-name studies which, as far as the author is aware, 
has remained unexplored.  A set of maps by Peter May, dating from 1780-1, is preserved in the Bute 
Estate archives, with copies in Bute Museum.  Extant for some 48 farms and pendicles, 
preponderantly towards the centre and north of the island, these maps are drawn to a scale of either  
12 or 24 inches to the mile (approximately 1:5000 or 1:2500), and show the name and acreage of 
every field, sometimes with an added comment.  Pre-dating as they do the main thrust of 
agricultural improvements, particularly in the north of the island, they preserve valuable details of 
the mediaeval field system, which still survived largely intact at the time of the survey.  Altogether, 
about 550 fields are named on May’s maps, in addition to a small number which are briefly 
described instead. 

By the time of May’s survey, the English (or Scots) language had been employed on Bute for several 
centuries for official and business purposes, and Gaelic was in decline.  It was rapidly being replaced 
by English in much of south Bute, where according to the Old Statistical Account it “prevails 
chiefly among the old people” (Thorburn 1791), but was still dominant in the north (McLea, 1791), 
and many farming folk must have been bilingual.  Traces of this are reflected in the field names, 
where some Gaelic elements are retained, some translated, some Gaelic words taken directly into 
English (Scots) speech and some purely English elements employed.  Examples of all these responses 
will be shown below.  The relative frequency of Gaelic and English names on the maps varies 
widely from farm to farm, probably depending on the tenant’s preferred usage. 

As with place names generally, field names comprise two elements, a generic (here field, or more 
often, an approximate equivalent) and a specific, which serves to distinguish the particular field in 
question from others.  In English, the specific normally precedes the generic  (adjective before 
noun), but in most languages, including Gaelic, the alternative, arguably more logical pattern of 
generic followed by specific  is usually employed.  Occasionally, in the names on May’s maps, this 
mode persists even when both parts of the name are ostensibly English, as in Butt Robin, and other 
cases. 

Generics: croft, fold and butt 

Three generics comprise the vast bulk of the Bute field names, the most frequent being Fold (215 
times), followed by Croft (145) and Butt (104).  Croft refers almost invariably to infield, generally 
the best land, which was in regular cultivation and in close proximity to the toun, or focal 
settlement of the farm.  In considering this older usage of the word croft, it is necessary to set aside 
the later, post-clearance meaning of a small area of (usually) rough land provided for the re-
settlement of displaced tenants, as well as the modern usage denoting a highland cottage-cum-
smallholding.  Crofts in 18th century Bute were the fields that were the mainstay of the farm, 
yielding the oats which fed the farmer, his family and workers, and his horses, and paid the bulk of 
his rents. 

Fold, on the other hand, denotes outfield – land enclosed for pasturing, but only occasionally 
cultivated, and then only for barley as a rule.  Folds were generally on steeper or higher ground, 
and further from the houses.  They were often sub-circular or semi-circular in shape, having been 
created by enclosing an area of hill ground, usually with a turf dyke, and not being intended 
primarily for cultivation were not conveniently shaped for this function.  This is in contrast to 
crofts, which tended to be long, relatively narrow and sub-rectangular, comprising a series of 
parallel furrows long enough for a team of animals to plough efficiently (i.e. a furlong or multiple 
thereof). 
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Croft and fold are English words; the origins of the generic Butt are more problematic.  There is no 
obvious derivation from English or Scots, and there is no such word in Gaelic with the meaning 
field, the nearest being buth (pronounced boo) meaning a tent, and bot, both or bothan, with the 
additional meaning of a cottage (cf. bothy).  Butt is a frequent settlement-name generic on Bute, 
invariably signifying a pendicle or cottar settlement and its associated land, usually established on 
poorer ground at the extremity of a farm, while the Buttman was defined as superior in status to a 
cottar, while clearly inferior to a tenant.   The use of the word Butt in this sense seems to be 
narrowly limited geographically, and requires more research.  However, this local usage as a 
settlement name does not entirely elucidate the meaning of butt as a field-name generic.  Fields 
called butt are not necessarily associated with butts in the settlement sense, and it is difficult to pin 
down the significance of the term.  Nevertheless, some inferences may be drawn from the types of 
specific associated with Butt, and the context of butt fields within the farm. 

Fields with the generic Butt do not belong necessarily to infield or outfield, and it may be true to 
say that they do not properly belong to either.  Two categories of specific are found much more 
commonly with Butt names than with Fold or Croft.  These are words relating to particular 
individuals, either by name or trade (26 instances), and words descriptive of the function of the field 
(14 instances).  The prevalence of these specifics suggests that butt fields were less integral to the 
farm, in the first case because they may have been either worked by or sub-let to an individual 
other than the tenant, and in the second because they were devoted to a particular crop (usually a 
cash crop) and did not participate in the farm’s general rotation, i.e. they never grew oats.  Among 
the crops mentioned are bear (bere), potatoes, wheat, onions and tobacco.  Some of these items 
indicate that the names were of no great antiquity, and the growing of tobacco on a field scale 
(albeit only an acre or so) was perhaps experimental!  Animal specifics associated with butts include 
sheep, cuddies (ponies), swine, hens, geese and rabbits. 

Trades used as specifics to the generic butt include miller, shoemaker, smith, weaver and tailor, and 
there seems no doubt that these craftsmen supplemented their income or food supply by working 
the butt in their spare time.  In the case of the Bishop’s Butt, on Windyhall farm, the situation was 
clearly rather different, but at an earlier date the income from the field may have contributed to the 
mensa of the Bishop of Sodor and Man, when Rothesay was one of his three sees. 

Other generics 

Many other generics occur occasionally on May’s maps.  Of these, the most frequent is field itself, 
which is found about a dozen times, but without any discernible pattern of use.  Rarer English 
generics include riggs, dale, fence, yard, meadow, hill, know(e), how(e) and swaird (sward, i.e. short 
pasture), which are mostly self-explanatory.  In a few cases, where a name was lacking, the 
cartographer has employed the terms land or ground, along with a descriptive word or phrase.  Park 
became a very popular generic in the following century, and seems to have been closely linked to 
the ‘improvements’.  Indeed, one feels that the word carried a certain pretension.  Park was used by 
May to describe the new, larger fields with their regular borders which were beginning to be laid 
out on some farms by 1780.  It is the predominant generic on Kerrylamont, which being the 
Mountstuart home farm would be among the first candidates for improvement, and it also occurs 
on Eskechraggan, where the ‘improvements’ were clearly still in progress.  This farm was tenanted 
by John Blain, who was active in many areas of public life on the island, and was for a time factor 
to the Bute Estate.  It is evident that enclosure was in progress there at the time of May’s survey.  
Here we find, among others, the Meikle Park, consisting of ‘cold clay land, Middle, Southwest and 
North Wyndings, and Little Yard’, these old fields having been amalgamated and their margins re-
aligned. 

Dale is of particular interest.  It occurs only with the specific drowned, signifying a water meadow; 
level ground beside a burn deliberately flooded seasonally as part of a management regime which 
involved grazing and hay-making.  The name provides evidence of this practice on Bute in the 18th 
century.  Riggs, on the other hand, signifies land in regular cultivation. 
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A number of Gaelic generics survive, indicating that the language was still in regular spoken use, at 
least on some farms.  These include mone (moor), blair (meadow), auch (field), knock (hill), lag 
(hollow) and most frequently tallow (=talaimh, land).  The last is invariably in the form Shantallow 
(old land), an exception to the usual Gaelic word order, and this name is of some interest.  
Sometimes this whole Gaelic name has been treated as a specific, usually along with the generic 
Fold.  The probable meaning is that the land was formerly in cultivation, and if this is correct it 
would seem to suggest that some areas treated as outfield in 1780 had earlier been in more intensive 
use.  Whether cessation of cultivation resulted from reduced pressure for cereals or was simply an 
admission that the land was no longer fit for that purpose is open to speculation. 

When an entire Gaelic name is treated in this way as a specific, it shows that, in contrast to the 
circumstance mentioned above, there were some farms on which Gaelic was no longer understood.  
It is in such a context that the names Lowlandman’s Fold on Meikle Kilmory and Lowlandman’s 
Butt on Craigberoch should be interpreted, as signifying those who spoke no Gaelic.  Occasionally, 
May offers a translation, as with ‘Fauld ardachow or High Fold’ on Townhead farm.  Here, despite 
the tautology of ach and fauld, the meaning was remembered. 

Specifics 

Turning now to specifics, these fall mostly into two broad categories, describing either the location 
or physical nature of the field or else identifying it by some associated object or person.  The 
former category, which accounts for nearly half of all the field names, includes descriptions of 
topography, size and shape, colour, nature of soil and natural vegetation.  Black and red denote soil 
colour, the former signifying peaty ground and the latter an abundance of iron oxides in the soil.  
The use of these names for Butts as well as Crofts would seem to confirm that the former were also 
cultivated in many instances.  Yellow (buidhe) refers to gorse or (less often on Bute) broom.  When 
applied to wet ground it may refer to the Yellow Sedge (Carex viridula), as is alleged to be the case 
in Caithness, or to other common yellow flowers such as Spearwort (Ranunculus flammula) or 
Marsh Marigold (Caltha palustris). 

Other colours include white, grey and brindled.  Behind these, sometimes explicitly, lie the Gaelic 
words ban, glas and riabhach respectively.  Gaelic colour words are notoriously difficult to translate; 
glas, for instance, usually rendered as grey, can describe grass which might be called green by an 
English speaker.  However, moorland grasses such as Molinia and Nardus look very pale for most of 
the year, and are aptly described as white or grey.  Cotton-grasses, too, would tend to colonise 
uncultivated areas.  The word ban itself actually came to have the additional meaning of waste or 
unploughed land, for this very reason.  It is significant that grey and white are the predominant 
colour specifics used in Fold names.  The precise connotation of riabhach is uncertain, but may well 
allude to patterning of natural vegetation, where areas of heather or blaeberry alternate with rushes 
and patches of grass or bracken.  This specific is restricted to folds, and would seem to indicate that 
some of these were relatively rough land, and had remained uncultivated for many years.  There is 
only one instance of a green fold, and one can only guess whether glas or gorm  lay behind the 
name.  This fold, on Ballycaul, presumably consisted of sweeter grass which remained short-
cropped throughout the year. 

Frequently, animal and plant names were used as specifics to identify fields.  The Dreissag (driseag) 
Croft on Drumachloy must have had thorns or brambles.  Bracken Fold on Laigh Glenmore and 
Heathery Fold on Kilbride are self-explanatory, but one may speculate which fruit was referred to by 
the name Berry Fold on Gartnakeilly and Largievrechtan (perhaps blaeberry is most likely).  On 
Ardmaleish, the Urindraynian Fold must have been notable for its blackthorn thickets 
(draighneach), and the Sochky Fold on Achavoulig and Sauch Croft on Glenmore for their willows.  
Clandafiack Fold on Drumachloy was a slope (claonadh) with a cherry tree (fiodhag).  Of particular 
note is the Daragan (darag) Fold on Dunalunt, denoting the presence of oak stumps, where a wood 
must once have stood.  Allar (alder) and ash are also referred to in field names.  “Good land called 
the Docken Fauld” on Ballianlay reminds us that docks are a weed indicative of rich soil. 

Turning to animal specifics, the Tod’s Fold on Gartnakeilly affords interesting evidence of the 
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presence of foxes on Bute in former times, a matter which has been debated (cf Blain’s History).  On 
Roseland, the Speragach Fold is named for the sparrowhawk, and may indicate a regular nesting site.  
One can only guess how the Dog Croft on Drumachloy and the Catt’s Butt on Nether Ardroscadale 
got their names, but the Trout’s Croft on Kilbride is easily explained by its proximity to the Ettrick 
Burn, and the Mole’s Fold on Ardmaleish was no doubt a favourite haunt of these animals. 

Specifics descriptive of size, shape and location are frequent.  Meikle and Small (or Little) are relative 
terms, contrasting the field with others of its type on the same farm.  Very roughly, Meikle Crofts 
are about four acres, Meikle Folds five or more, while fields called small may be anything from three 
acres down to less than one.  More interesting are descriptive terms relating to the nature of the 
field as seen from the farmer’s perspective.  Ten fields are called hard, six rocky, seven stony and six 
wet or puddled (loddan).  These terms are found with all three main generics, but a longer list is 
restricted to folds.  These can be rough, crappy (hummocky), burnt or rushy, words which would 
not be used to describe land in regular cultivation. 

A further group of specifics identifies fields by associated structures or objects.  Sometimes, these 
names are of obvious archaeological significance.  Examples include the Cairn Croft on Ardmaleish, 
the Chapell Croft on Kildavanan and the Kirkyard Butt on Upper Ettrick, where the field name can 
give a clue to pinpointing the location of a site.  In other cases, it may contain evidence as to how a 
site should be interpreted.  For example, The Raw, on Skerral, is clear testimony to the former 
fortification of what is clearly a typical promontory fort site (Rath), but with no other evidence of 
its use as such.  The name of the Rullieantorran Fold on Quogach indicates that the field contained 
mounds which were at one time interpreted (not necessarily correctly) as graves.  Such names as 
Kiln Butt and Mill Croft can also help us to locate or identify structures. 

Finally, attention should be drawn to a name of peculiar interest.  There is a field on Achamore 
called the Ten Pecks’ Sowing, and this affords a rare opportunity to cross-check the quantities of seed 
used and the size of the unit itself.  The area of the field is given as one rood and 36 falls, which is 
just short of half a Scots acre, and thus amounts to approximately 0.25ha.  As sixteen pecks 
comprise a boll, this would imply that a little over one boll might be sown per Scots acre.  
According to Thorburn, a boll of oat meal weighed 9 stones.  It would be instructive to compare 
these figures with any other sources of information on this subject. 
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Maps 

May, Peter: Bute Estate farm plans, 1780-1781.  Originals in Mount Stuart archive, copies in Bute Museum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


